
PLAYER PROFILES
Long Term Player Development (LTPD) Stage 4 & 5
Suitable for players aged - males 16+, female 15+

Player Name  Date

Squad Coach / Teacher Name

Physical Competence
(All players should be able to demonstrate the following)

Y = able to, P = progression, N = not Y / P / N Actions Y = able to, P = progression, N = not Y / P / N Actions

Sprint with sound technique  Single leg squat 

Accelerate with sound technique  Walking lunge

Decelerate with sound technique  Standing long-jump

Change direction off both feet  Forward hop and hold

Jump, land and change direction in a 
balanced position  Press-up

Fall to ground forwards, backwards and 
to both sides, and get back to feet in 
balanced position

 Pull-up

Wrestle opponents to the ground  
Possess relevant anaerobic         
endurance to undertake their 
positional role(s)

Front and back squat with a loaded bar   
Undertakes position specific 
conditioning programmes outwith 
rugby squad sessions

Overhead squat with a loaded bar  
Explain the importance of and 
demonstrate an effective specific 
warm up and cool down

Deadlift with a loaded bar  
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During LTPD stages 4 & 5 almost all players should achieve competence in the areas below and those highlighted in 
the ‘Coaching Youth Rugby LTPD Stage 3 manual. It is also hoped that some players will be able to achieve more
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Mental Competence
(All players should be able to demonstrate the following)

Y = able to, P = progression, N = not Y / P / N Actions Y = able to, P = progression, N = not Y / P / N Actions

Understands how to set realistic goals 
with coach/teacher  

Understands the outcomes 
of actions in relation to the                        
performance of the team

Understands and applies a variety of 
mental techniques as required  Works effectively on own and with 

others

Understands what to do to perform at 
their best in training and in competition  Communicates well with team-

mates and coaches / teachers

Evaluates and reviews sessions with 
coach / teacher and develops actions 
to improve

 Cooperates well with team-mates 
and coaches / teachers

Practices away from the club / school  Understands and follows the laws 
of the game

Can make up small sided games and 
explains it to the squad / class  Copes well with winning and 

losing

Can lead short sections of the session 
(e.g. warm-up) in conjunction with the 
coach

 Understands Rugby’s core values

Can game-coach a small sided game of 
touch rugby   
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Mental Competence
(All players should be able to demonstrate the following)

Y = able to, P = progression, N = not Y / P / N Actions Y = able to, P = progression, N = not Y / P / N Actions

Handling Skills Teamwork Skills

Perform the following passes  to support 
in space with sound technique:  Communicates with team in       

attack and defence

• Lateral pass (full speed & off both hands)  
Recognises opportunity to attack 
/ defend and communicates with 
players

• Switch pass  
Listens to players and coaches 
/ teachers point of view and         
responds appropriately

• Loop pass  Continuity Skills

• Pop pass  Keeps the ball alive in contact 
situations

• Clearing pass  Passes before contact when 
required

• One handed pass   Passes out of a tackle (offload)

Hand catch effectively Passes from the ground (pop off 
the floor)

Catch the ball above head and perform 
pass to team mate

Presents the ball correctly when 
brought to group

Jump and catch the ball above head 
and perform pass to team mate

Supports team mates in contact 
– understands when to clear out, 
pick and go or pass 

Catch the ball below my thighs and    
perform pass to team mate

Understands attacking patterns 
and basic ‘pod’ systems

Running Skills Fielding Skills

Dodges  / evades defenders (off both 
feet)

Catches a high ball on the 
move and effectively maintains          
possession under pressure

Reacts to others in attack and defence Positional awareness for fielding a 
kick

Accelerates and decelerates Gathers a rolling ball effectively 
by judging the bounce correctly

Evasion section: Sidesteps and swerves
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Mental Competence (cont...)
(All players should be able to demonstrate the following)

Y = able to, P = progression, N = not Y / P / N Actions Y = able to, P = progression, N = not Y / P / N Actions

Contact Skills Defending Skills

Maintains a strong body shape pre, 
during and post contact  Selects the correct tackle to make

Works hard to stay on feet and leg drive to 
maintain forward momentum  Performs a safe and effective side 

tackle

Shows confidence in contact situations  Performs a safe and effective front 
tackle

Presents the ball correctly  Performs a safe and effective rear 
tackle

Makes correct decisions pre, during and 
post contact  

Understands the difference        
between defensive systems –   
drift/push and blitz

Can get into a good ‘hunter’ position by 
getting to feet quickly  Goes forward in defence and 

scans effectively

Performs the clear out effectively at the 
breakdown to remove defending players   

Understands the roles and            
responsibilities of defending near 
the breakdown

Understands when to compete for 
the ball and when to realign into the           
defensive system

Set Piece Understanding

Understands the role of the set piece as 
a restart and contest for possession

Notes
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Prop
Y = able to, P = progression, N = not Y / P / N Actions Y = able to, P = progression, N = not Y / P / N Actions

Technical  Tactical

Has ability to hold scrum body position 
consistently at all scrums  Carry the ball in close contact 

situations

Supports jumper with co-ordinated full 
arm extension at lineout and kick off  Understands team scrum strategy 

& role within it:

Effective ball carrier in close contact 
areas  

• Loose Head protects hooker 
and keeps clear channel for 
Hooker

Effective tackler close to the breakdown  
• Tight Head looks to drive 

forward to disrupt oppositions 
Loose Head / Hooker on op-

Demonstrates effective clearing and 
driving skills at ruck and maul and           
undertakes consistently

 
• Tight Head attempts to keep 

the scrum steady or slight up 
on the right on own ball

 
Understands need to be involved 
in every other breakdown to      
secure possession for team

Mental   Physical

Has the ability to consistently stick to rou-
tine (e.g. scrum set-up)  Has excellent co-ordination during 

scrum position and lineout support

Enjoys the 1-on-1 competition of the 
scrum  Full control of body movement & 

awareness of body

Has a desire to scrum and secure              
possession for the team Tight Core in set position at scrum

Views the set piece as a main function 
within team

Has suitable levels of neck 
strength and flexibility

Understands physics of the set piece   
movement and observes others
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Hooker
Y = able to, P = progression, N = not Y / P / N Actions Y = able to, P = progression, N = not Y / P / N Actions

Technical  Tactical

Has ability to hold scrum body position 
consistently at all scrums  Carry the ball in close contact 

situations

Has effective hooking technique and 
understands different channel options  Determine appropriate lineout 

strategies and role within them

Supports jumper with co-ordinated full 
arm extension at lineout and kick off  Determine team scrum strategies 

& role within them

Effective ball carrier in close contact 
areas  

Is involved in high frequency of 
breakdowns to secure possession 
for team

Effective tackler close to the breakdown
Understands the hookers role in 
attack after a set piece and in 
open play

Demonstrates effective clearing and 
driving skills at ruck and maul and          
undertakes consistently

 

Effective throwing skills with wide range 
of throws (front and back) – should be 
able to throw to the rear (15m)

 

Mental   Physical

Has the ability to consistently stick to      
routine (e.g. scrum set-up)  Has excellent co-ordination during 

scrum position and lineout support

Enjoys the 1-on-1 competition of the 
scrum  Full control of body movement & 

awareness of body

Has a desire to scrum and secure              
possession for the team Tight Core in set position at scrum

Views the set piece as a main function 
within team

Has suitable levels of neck 
strength and flexibility

Understands physics of the set piece   
movement and observes others

Enhanced flexibility in the over-
head squat
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Second Row
Y = able to, P = progression, N = not Y / P / N Actions Y = able to, P = progression, N = not Y / P / N Actions

Technical  Tactical

Hold scrum body position consistently at 
all scrums  

Monitors opposition lineout              
options and makes decisions to 
win possession

Outmanoeuvres opponents in lineout 
and jumps effectively into space  Can lead lineout strategy and 

communicate calls to team mates

Catches ball above head in lineout with 
both hands and brings to ground safely  Carry the ball in close contact 

situations

Supports jumper with co-ordinated full 
arm extension at lineout and kick off  

Determines appropriate lineout 
strategies and role within them  
position ball

Effective ball carrier in close contact 
areas  Determines team scrum strategies 

& role within them

Effective tackler close to the breakdown  
Is involved in high frequency of 
breakdowns to secure possession 
for team

Demonstrates effective clearing and 
driving skills at ruck and maul and         
undertakes consistently

Understands the second rows role 
in attack after a set piece and in 
open play

Mental   Physical

Has the ability to consistently stick to    
routine (e.g. scrum set-up)  Has excellent co-ordination during 

scrum position and lineout support

Enjoys the tactical principles of the           
lineout and can determine right calls 
when required

 Full control of body movement & 
awareness of body

Has a desire to win/regain possession for 
the team at the lineout Tight Core in set position at scrum

Views the set piece as a main function 
within team

Enhanced flexibility in the over-
head squat

Understands physics of the set piece   
movement and observes others Quick foot speed for Lineout
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Flanker
Y = able to, P = progression, N = not Y / P / N Actions Y = able to, P = progression, N = not Y / P / N Actions

Technical  Tactical

Hold scrum body position consistently at 
all scrums  Supports the no.8 when attacking 

and provides attacking options

Outmanoeuvres opponents in lineout 
and jumps effectively into space  Defends opposition back row        

attacking moves from a scrum

Catches ball above head in lineout with 
both hands and brings to ground safely  

Defends from the tail of a               
lineout and in the back line during 
shortened lineouts

Supports jumper with co-ordinated full 
arm extension at lineout and kick off  Carries the ball in close contact 

situations

Effective ball carrier in close contact 
areas  Smart lines of running from set-

piece to be the first support player

Effective tackler close to the breakdown  Is able to support attacking play 
by providing link options

Demonstrates effective clearing and 
driving skills at ruck and maul and         
undertakes consistently

Makes accurate and decisive 
decisions at the breakdown 

Mental   Physical

Desire to dominate the breakdown and 
regain possession  Has a high work rate, coming from 

being aerobically fit

Relishes the physical nature of the game  Full control of body movement & 
awareness of body

Shows composure during the game, to 
ensure decisions are followed through

Accelerates quickly in situations 
such as scrum attack and lineout 
defence 

Concentrates at key times such as scrum 
defence
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No.8
Y = able to, P = progression, N = not Y / P / N Actions Y = able to, P = progression, N = not Y / P / N Actions

Technical  Tactical

Controls the ball at the base of the scrum 
with feet  Knows optimal point to pick the 

ball up at the base of the scrum 

Has ability to pass the ball away from the 
base of the scrum to the first receiver  Defends opposition back row     

attacking moves from a scrum

Effective lineout skills, including jumping 
and supporting  

Defends from the tail of a line-
out and in the back line during      
shortened lineouts

Effective body position in the scrum  Carries the ball in close contact 
situations

Effective ball carrier in close contact 
areas  Smart lines of running from set-

piece to be the first support player

Effective tackler close to the breakdown 
and effective in ‘hunter’ position to turn 
over possession

 Is able to support attacking play 
by providing link options

Demonstrates effective clearing and 
driving skills at ruck and maul and         
undertakes consistently

Knowledge of when and why to 
use attacking moves off scrum 
and lineout 

Catching the high ball under pressure Understanding of kicking         
strategies and role within this

Mental   Physical

Desire to dominate the breakdown and 
regain possession  Has a high work rate, coming from 

being aerobically fit

Relishes the physical nature of the game  Full control of body movement & 
awareness of body

Shows composure during the game, to 
ensure decisions are followed through

Accelerates quickly in situations 
such as scrum attack and lineout 
defence 

Concentrates at key times such as scrum 
defence

Communicates key decisions (e.g. scrum 
attack moves) effectively to the team
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Scrum-half
Y = able to, P = progression, N = not Y / P / N Actions Y = able to, P = progression, N = not Y / P / N Actions

Technical  Tactical

Quick and accurate clearing pass (off 
both hands) from base of set piece or 
breakdown

 
Scans the defensive line and 
chooses the appropriate options  
– pass, run or kick

Box kick for a kick-chase – can achieve 
min. 3 second ‘hang time’ for chasers  

Supports attacking play to offer 
offload opportunities or to ensure 
continuity

Box kick for territory – can achieve min. 
30m of territory gain on a consistence 
basis   

 
Understands scrum and lineout 
options in attack and defence and 
positions themselves appropriately

Punt and Grubber kick – can                  
effectively kick to relieve pressure or use 
as and attacking option

 Understands attacking patters in 
phase play

Is able to throw the ball in straight at the 
scrum  Assumes the role of first receiver 

when required

Performs the ‘dummy’ run/pass                   
effectively to attack around the             
breakdown

 

Mental   Physical

Desire to lead team attacking and          
defensive structures and performance  Has a high work rate, coming from 

being aerobically fit

Relishes the challenge of taking on           
bigger players  Full control of body movement & 

awareness of body

Is a game manager who controls the 
game plan and tactical options 

Accelerates quickly in situations 
such as scrum attack and lineout 
defence 

Concentrates at key times and problem 
solves when required

Can repeat burst of speed 
after each other – good speed         
endurance

Communicates key decisions (e.g. scrum 
attack moves) effectively to the team
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Fly-half / Stand-off
Y = able to, P = progression, N = not Y / P / N Actions Y = able to, P = progression, N = not Y / P / N Actions

Technical  Tactical

Quick and accurate clearing pass (off 
both hands)  

Scans the defensive line and 
chooses the appropriate options  
– pass, run or kick

Kick for a kick-chase – can achieve min. 
3 second ‘hang time’ for chasers  

Supports attacking play to offer 
offload opportunities or to ensure 
continuity

Kick for territory – can achieve min. 40m 
of territory gain on a consistence basis    

Understands scrum and lineout 
options in attack and defence and 
positions themselves appropriately

Punt and Grubber kick from static and on 
the run – can effectively kick to relieve 
pressure or use as and attacking option

 Understands attacking patters in 
phase play

Excellent tackle technique  
Judges speed of ball at the break-
down and aligns themselves appro-
priately – flat or deep, close or wide

Correct approach onto the ball and 
ability to fix the defender  

Understands teams strengths and 
weaknesses and decides options 
to use in attack and defence

Mental   Physical

Desire to lead team attacking and          
defensive structures and performance  Has a high work rate, coming from 

being aerobically fit

Relishes the challenge of taking on           
bigger players  Full control of body movement & 

awareness of body

Is a game manager who controls the 
game plan and tactical options 

Accelerates quickly in situations 
such as scrum attack and lineout 
defence 

Concentrates at key times and problem 
solves when required

Can repeat burst of speed 
after each other – good speed         
endurance

Communicates key decisions (e.g. scrum 
attack moves) effectively to the team
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Centre
Y = able to, P = progression, N = not Y / P / N Actions Y = able to, P = progression, N = not Y / P / N Actions

Technical  Tactical

Quick and accurate clearing pass (off 
both hands)  

Scans the defensive line and 
chooses the appropriate options  
– pass, run or kick

Kick for territory – can achieve min. 40m 
of territory gain on a consistence basis  

Supports attacking play to offer 
offload opportunities or to ensure 
continuity

Tackle technique (all types) executed 
consistently and in a game situation   

Understands scrum and lineout 
options in attack and defence and 
positions themselves appropriately

Effective in the breakdown, competence 
at clearing threats  Understands attacking patters in 

phase play

Change direction quickly and acceler-
ates through contact to win the collision  

Realigns quickly when attack turns 
to defence and when defence turns 
into attack

 
Knowledge of how to bring other 
players into the game through 
creative play

Mental   Physical

Desire to lead team attacking and          
defensive structures and performance  Has a high work rate, coming from 

being aerobically fit

Relishes the physical nature of the game  Full control of body movement & 
awareness of body

Leads the defensive line on first phase 
and relishes the contact area

Top speed is real strength to the 
game, needed to break the gain 
line

Concentrates at key times and problem 
solves when required

Can repeat burst of speed 
after each other – good speed         
endurance

Communicates effectively at key times – 
e.g. when to blitz
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Winger
Y = able to, P = progression, N = not Y / P / N Actions Y = able to, P = progression, N = not Y / P / N Actions

Technical  Tactical

Kick for territory – can achieve min. 40m 
of territory gain on a consistence basis    

Enters the attacking line as a strike 
runner at appropriate times and 
at pace

Change direction quickly and acceler-
ates through contact to win the collision  

Supports attacking play to offer 
offload opportunities or to ensure 
continuity

Tackle technique (all types) executed 
consistently and in a game situation   Awareness of touch line and        

support runners in wide channels

Effective in the breakdown, competent 
at clearing threats in the wide channels  Understands attacking patters in 

phase play

Beats defenders 1-1 on a consistent basis  Understands back-3 defensive 
systems

Can out jump opponent to receive a 
high ball under pressure and accelerate 
away

 
Understanding of link between 
other back three players –           
pendulum

Mental   Physical

Desire to be a dominant attacking player 
and have high levels of concentration  Has a high work rate, coming from 

being aerobically fit

Has an attitude to evade defenders and 
score tries  Full control of body movement & 

awareness of body

Communicates attacking opportunities 
to team mates 

Can repeat burst of speed 
after each other – good speed            
endurance
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Fullback
Y = able to, P = progression, N = not Y / P / N Actions Y = able to, P = progression, N = not Y / P / N Actions

Technical  Tactical

Kick for territory – can achieve min. 40m 
of territory gain on a consistence basis    

Enters the attacking line as a strike 
runner at appropriate times and 
at pace

Change direction quickly and accelerates 
through contact to win the collision  

Can step into first receiver           
comfortably and execute key 
attacking/defensive roles

Tackle technique (all types) executed 
consistently and in a game situation   Exploits counter attack opportunities 

and communicates effectively

Effective in the breakdown, competent 
at clearing threats in the wide channels  

Supports attacking play to offer 
offload opportunities or to ensure 
continuity

Beats defenders 1-1 on a consistent basis  Understands attacking patters in 
phase play

Can out-jump opponent to receive a 
high ball under pressure and accelerate/
pass away to attack or relieve pressure

 Leads back-3 defensive systems 
(pendulum

Mental   Physical

Desire to be a dominant attacking player 
and have high levels of concentration  Has a high work rate, coming from 

being aerobically fit

Has an attitude to evade defenders and 
score tries  Full control of body movement & 

awareness of body

Communicates attacking opportunities 
to team mates 

Can repeat burst of speed 
after each other – good speed            
endurance
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